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Professional Penetration Testing: Creating and Operating a Formal Hacking LabSyngress Publishing, 2009
Save yourself some money! This complete classroom-in-a-book on penetration testing provides material that can cost upwards of $1,000 for a fraction of the price!

Thomas Wilhelm has delivered pen testing training to countless security professionals and now through the pages of this book you can benefit from his years of experience as a...
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Principles of Financial AccountingCengage Learning, 2010

	Needles/Powers/Crosson delivers interactive pedagogy by illustrating accounting principles and real-world examples to encourage critical thinking. This revision is based on an understanding of the nature, culture, and motivations of today's students and on extensive feedback from instructors. These substantial changes meet the needs of...
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Reason in Action (Collected Essays, Vol. 1)Oxford University Press, 2011

	Reason in Action collects John Finnis' work on the theory of practical reason and moral philosophy. The essays in the volume range from foundational issues of meta-ethics to the practical application of natural law theory to ethical problems such as nuclear deterrence, obscenity and free speech, and abortion and cloning.
...
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Financial Accounting (Available Titles CengageNOW)Cengage Learning, 2010

	The eleventh edition of FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING guides students through the what, why and how of accounting in today's business world. This textbook offers a solid presentation of concepts and procedures blended with a wealth of real company examples and solved exercises to ensure student success in the practical application of fundamental...
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Business Ethics: An Ethical Decision-Making Approach (Foundations of Business Ethics)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Business Ethics: An Ethical Decision-Making Approach presents a practical decision-making framework to aid in the identification, understanding, and resolution of complex ethical dilemmas in the workplace.

	
		Focuses exclusively on three basic aspects of ethical decision making and behavior—how it actually takes...
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God and Empire: Jesus Against Rome, Then and NowHarper Perennial, 2007
At the heart of the Bible is a moral and ethical call to fight unjust superpowers, whether they are Babylon, Rome, or even America.
 From the divine punishment and promise found in Genesis through the revolutionary messages of Jesus and Paul, John Dominic Crossan reveals what the Bible has to say about land and economy, violence and...
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Asking the Right Questions: A Guide to Critical Thinking (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
The habits and attitudes associated with critical thinking are transferable to consumer, medical, legal, and general ethical choices. When our surgeon says surgery is needed, it can be life sustaining to seek answers to the critical questions encouraged in Asking the Right Questions This popular book helps bridge the gap between simply memorizing...
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Cybersecurity – Attack and Defense Strategies: Infrastructure security with Red Team and Blue Team tacticsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Enhance your organization's secure posture by improving your attack and defense strategies

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain a clear understanding of the attack methods, and patterns to recognize abnormal behavior within your organization with Blue Team tactics.
	
			Learn to unique...
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CEH Certified Ethical Hacker Certification Exam Preparation Course in a Book for Passing the CEH Certified Ethical Hacker ExamEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
This self-study exam preparation guide for the CEH Certified Ethical Hacker certification exam contains everything you need to test yourself and pass the Exam. All Exam topics are covered and insider secrets, complete explanations of all CEH Certified Ethical Hacker subjects, test tricks and tips, numerous highly realistic sample questions, and...
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Clinical Trials Handbook: Design and ConductJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A systematic approach to all aspects of designing and conducting clinical trials


	The success or failure of clinical trials hinges on hundreds of details that need to be developed, often under less than ideal conditions. Written by one of the world's leading trialists, Clinical Trials Handbook: Design and Conduct...
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A Statistical Guide for the Ethically PerplexedCRC Press, 2012

	For disciplines concerned with human well-being, such as medicine, psychology, and law, statistics must be used in accordance with standards for ethical practice. A Statistical Guide for the Ethically Perplexed illustrates the proper use of probabilistic and statistical reasoning in the behavioral, social, and biomedical...
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Supply Chain Imperative, The: How to Ensure Ethical Behavior in Your Global SuppliersAMACOM, 2004
Like many companies in all industries, yours is making an admirable new commitment to higher ethical standards. You’ve worked hard to build or restore your reputation and the trust of your stakeholders. But all your best efforts may be undermined if the many links in your supply chain do not follow suit.

The Supply Chain...
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